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WORDS SARAH PRICE

In this series I’ve deliberately chosen not to replicate a typical 

garden design course that covers the essential aspects of design 

in a logical progression. Instead I’ve ranged across a diverse set 

of subjects, choosing some because they’re important to my own 

work, such as pattern, wild flowers and designing with trees, and 

others because they’re overlooked in more conventional approaches 

to garden design, such as colour, local crafts and movement.

A thread that runs throughout the series is the habit of looking. 

But there’s a big difference between ‘seeing’ and ‘mindful looking’. 

Paying full attention from the widest perspective to the smallest 

detail, then analysing and understanding what you see and storing it 

away so you can draw on it in the future. Like many people, my first 

lessons in looking were in art classes at school. My teacher urged me 

to spend more time actively looking at the unlikely arrangements of 

fruit, cloth and dried flowers than staring at my evolving picture on 

my page. This stern but excellent advice has remained with me. Just 

as a still life elevates everyday items into objects of fascination, 

bringing cut flowers from your garden into your home makes you 

look in detail because you’re seeing them in a different setting.  It can 

even, spark new ideas for unusual planting combinations. 

A completely different method of ‘active’ looking is through the 

lens of a camera. The viewfinder detaches us and frames our 

surroundings like a picture. It reduces three dimensions to two. 

Printing a garden scene in black and white also helps you to look 

analytically. Without the distraction of colour you can view the 

garden as an arrangement of shapes that needs organising into a 

successful composition rather than as a collection of plants. But  

don’t be fooled into thinking that taking photos is a substitute for 

In the last of her design series, Sarah Price 
encourages us to look carefully at the world around 
us and store ideas away for our future designs

The gardener’s gaze
Sarah Price is one of the 

UK’s most sought-after 
garden designers who 

won worldwide recognition 
for her designs for the 

2012 Olympic Park.
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1 First sight 
I used photo collages and 

drawings to compose the 

designs for the Olympic gardens 

at the Queen Elizabeth  

Olympic Park, in east London.  

These mood boards were 

invaluable in communicating 

our vision for communities of 

plants sourced from across the 

world and never before grown 

together in the UK on such a 

scale. This view is of the North 

American garden (co-designed 

with James Hitchmough) where 

prairie plants Echinacea pallida 

and Echinacea paradoxa 

dominate in early July.
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2 Drawing the eye 
A collage of carefully selected 

images (photographs and 

drawings), such as this sketch  

I made for a new garden at the 

Chapel café in Abergavenny, 

can more easily capture the 

spirit of the design and be  

a more powerful way of 

communicating a design’s 

atmosphere than a computer-

generated 3D walkthrough. 

3 Long view 
Creative exchanges across  

the visual arts often spark 

innovation. Architectural 

practice Studio Weave’s  

designs are diverse, playful  

and open minded. Here, dunes 

form a dynamic backdrop to  

the sculptural twists and flashes 

of colour of their designs for 

The Longest Bench at 

Littlehampton, West Sussex.

4 Associations
Even the most illustrious 

locations have inspiration for 

observant, down-to-earth 

gardeners. The autumnal 

shades of this vine, contrast 

with the peacock blue of the 

wrought-iron gate at Rousham 

House, Oxfordshire. This 

complementary colour 

association would work just  

as well in an everyday setting.
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looking with your bare eyes. I find the best way to remember 

something is to draw it. It takes more effort than pressing the shutter 

but even a rough squiggle helps commit something to memory.

The natural world is an inexhaustible source of inspiration. My 

aim in design is to simultaneously exaggerate and simplify the most 

attractive and exciting moments in nature. Flower-rich meadows full 

of ox-eye daisies and Deschampsia and Molinia grasses were the 

blueprint for my collaboration with Nigel Dunnett on the European 

gardens at the Olympic Park. Different Molinia cultivars extended 

visual variations, from the low and stiff Molinia caerulea ‘Moorhexe’ 

to the towering soft arcs of Molinia caerulea subsp. arundinacea 

‘Transparent’, which were then overlaid with layers of colour.

Looking at different ways that plants colonise the ground 

influences my plant placements. Certain natural patterns are easier  

to see than others. Tussocks of dark rushes, Juncus effusus are 

pronounced in over-grazed grasslands, while in the tangle of a 

mature forest, the distribution of mature oak and beech trees are 

harder to discern. I plant in generous quantities to replicate the 

impressive sight of plants growing en masse. I mingle my species, 

planting satellite groups with outlying singletons. Nature abhors  

bare soil so I plant densely to cover the ground and squeeze out 

opportunist weeds. I introduce plants with strong architectural 

forms, such as grasses or clear stem shrubs or trees to create more 

ordered and stylised pictures than truly wild plantings.

Boundaries between the visual arts, fashion, architecture and 

interiors have become increasingly fluid, with many artists moving 

between different forms of creative expression. Grayson Perry 

made his name as a potter, but he has also designed staggeringly 
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5 Field of vision
Subdued views can be just as 

inspiring as those that shout 

attention. The plants growing 

here at North Uist, in the Outer 

Hebrides, are not ones you’d  

necessarily want to grow in your 

garden even if you did have the 

same wet, marginal conditions. 

The subtle range of colours, 

pattern and composition, 

however, could be recreated 

using plants with similar visual 

qualities, such as grasses. 

 

6 Timeline
This well-worn footpath within a 

hazel coppice suggests the 

passing of time. It’s a detail that 

could easily pass unnoticed yet 

this subtle change in topography 

increases the sense of intimacy 

within the plantings.

7 Seeing patterns
Looking attentively at our 

everyday surroundings will 

reward us with a wealth of design 

ideas. These herringbone 

cobbles in the estate yard at 

Llanerchaeron, Ceredigion, are 

still a striking sight 200 years 

after they were laid. Patterns of 

historic paving designs can be 

originally adapted using 

contemporary paving materials 

such as narrow Dutch bricks, 

sawn stone or concrete pavers.
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beautiful tapestries, a front cloth for the English National Ballet  

and has recently designed and built A House for Essex. Looking at 

other art forms is not simply about finding ideas to lift, it’s about 

enriching visual sensibility with as many sources as possible. 

Imagination is something mysterious and hard to pin down. If 

you’re suffering designer’s ‘creative block’ you might be more  

likely to find that elusive spark of inspiration from a night of 

contemporary dance than another garden visit.  

The only thing worse than a lack of ideas is too many. I’ll usually 

have to refine my selection of ideas. One large moodboard will evolve 

into several different boards for different areas of the design. There 

will always be common visual themes that unite each board. For 

instance, key linking plants that will grow in both sun and shade, or  

a structural plant or paving material that will be used throughout. In 

this way the design will have unity. I’m not suggesting that designing 

a garden is as straight forward as arranging images on a board but  

it’s a good place to start. For capturing the feel and atmosphere of a 

garden, a collage of carefully selected photos and drawings can be a 

more powerful tool than a computer-generated 3D walkthrough.

The internet age is one of image saturation. It’s an incredible 

resource, but it can also feel overwhelming. It can seem like 

everything’s been done before and to some extent that’s true. 

However, what makes something fresh and original is how the 

elements are applied and combined in a particular place. That’s the 

great advantage of a garden compared to the sterile ‘white cube’ of a 

gallery that could be in London, San Francisco or Tokyo. It’s exciting 

but it obliges garden designers to look closely and carefully not just at 

their own work but also at the wider setting in which it exists. 

8 Looking to art
Inspiration stems from many 

visual sources: Albrecht Dürer’s 

detailed renderings of the 

natural world, inspired the 

intricate plantings of my 2012 

Chelsea garden for The 

Telegraph. Like in his famous 

watercolour The Great Piece  

of Turf (above), painted in 1503, 

native grasses, such as Melica, 

Agrostis and Deschampsia 

jostle with commonplace 

‘weeds’, such as meadow 

buttercup and herb robert.

Further reading
Planting in a Post-Wild World  

by Thomas Rainer  

and Claudia West 

(Timber Press, 2015).

A book that captures the 

excitement of looking to nature 

for planting inspiration.


